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Anna Escobedo Cabral spent a busy day in Richmond yesterday.

The treasurer of the United States listened to some savvy students discuss stock market strategy during lunch at the Federal Reserve 
Bank.

In the afternoon, she delivered an upbeat speech about the strong economy and the benefits of tax cuts. About 50 workers at the Pohlig 
Bros. box-making plant in Chesterfield County took a break from work to listen.

The number of working Americans has expanded for 32 consecutive months, creating 5 million new jobs, Cabral said. "We're talking 
about enabling people to buy the products you're making."

She attributed the strong economy to President Bush's tax cuts. "If you put more money in people's pockets, they have more money to 
spend and that stimulates the economy."

Rapid economic growth pushed federal revenue 15 percent higher in 2005, she said, a trend that continues this year. "That's because we 
cut taxes. It seems counterintuitive, but it works."

Mike Gaffney, one of the owners of Pohlig Brothers, said tax benefits aimed at small businesses helped his company buy nearly $1 million 
in production equipment in 2003 and 2004.

The company, founded in 1866, makes everything from boxes for Ukrop's coffee cakes to commemorative books for folks who collect 
fresh U.S currency.

The treasurer advises the Bureau of Engraving and Printing and the U.S. Mint, and confers with the secretary of treasury about currency 
issues.

"In a way we're in the same business," Cabral told the employees. "We're both taking blank sheets of paper and making them more 
valuable."

A third-generation Mexican-American, Cabral noted that unemployment among Hispanics has dropped to 5.7 percent. She recalled that 
her grandparents came to the United States to work in the fields.

"Then my parents worked in the fields and for a little while we children worked in the fields." Today, Cabral's signature is displayed at the 
bottom of all paper money printed by the government.

"In a small way, when I put my name on the money, it's my way of saying thank you to them."

Earlier in the day, Cabral joined a luncheon at the Richmond Fed to honor the 10 teams in Virginia that turned in the best performance 
this school year in the Stock Market Game.

Sponsored by the Virginia Council on Economic Education, the game taught 14,000 students about financial markets by letting them 
invest $100,000 in pretend money.

In the fall competition, a team from Atlee High School managed the best record in the state - a $56,418 gain in 10 weeks. That's the best 
performance of any team this year, and this team had only one member.

Bryce Robertson, a senior at Atlee who is headed to Cornell University this fall, decided on a dicey strategy.

Robertson, who hopes to be a surgeon one day, has played the game for four years. "Normally I try to diversify my portfolio. This year I 
took a risk and invested only in technology."

He loaded up on shares of Google, Yahoo, Apple and a high-tech mutual fund. "It paid off in the end."

http://infoweb.newsbank.com/


One other local team made the Top 10. Sarah Bates, Nicole Grubich and Casey Trivelpiece of Mills Godwin High School bought XM 
Satellite, Starbucks and, yes, Google. That yielded a 46 percent gain, good for fourth place in the fall competition.

The treasurer of the United States enjoyed the students' investment stories so much that it put her a few minutes behind schedule. Cabral 
lingered as her aides checked their watches.

She said she was impressed: "It was fun listening to those kids."

Contact staff writer Bob Rayner at brayner@timesdispatch.com or (804) 649-6073.
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